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Global Context
• Strategic competition for security - systemic
rivalry

• Competitors/Adversaries: undermine

international world order, including maritime
law.

• NATO Strategic Concept : “a unique

community of values committed to the
principles of individual liberty, democracy,
human rights and the rule of law” - Post
WW II World Order

• Power: geography and natural resources

Territorial disputes inherently liked to
the maritime domain
•

PRC: Taiwan, area on vital interest and maritime
claims in the South China Sea

•

•

China's 9 dash line: oldest world map designed in
China “Middle Kingdom,” under the tutelage of
Matteo Ricci (Biblioteca Ambrosia, mid 1600’s)does not include Philippines.

Russian Federation: Ukraine, area of vital interest
and annexation of the Crimean Peninsula
(Sevastopol, warm water port, etc)

•

Russian Federation considers the territorial waters
of the annexed Crimean peninsula as its own

Frame of Reference - MSR
• Stephen Krasner’s “regime”- “sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules,

and decision-making procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a
given area of international relations”.

• MSR Manual: Maritime Security Regime (MSR) - a group of states and/or

organizations acting together, with an agreed upon framework of rules and
procedures, to ensure security within the Maritime Domain.

• The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982
• Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague operates under the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

• Direct as well as indirect eﬀect on NATO missions and operations

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
•

Umbrella agreement

•

Navigational regimes: surface, subsurface and airspace

•

Sovereignty - the Baseline - CONSENT

•

Innocent passage

•

Seabed mining: resources and sea bed cables

•

Sanitation

•

Marine research

Source: IILLS

UNCLOS - Levels of Warfare
Implications for defense&security, NATO

• Tactical level: ex. maritime security operations (war and peace)
• Theater level: ex. power projection operations (joint operations,
cross domain integration); theater logistics; MSA; freedom of
navigation operations

• Strategic level: strategic deterrence, alliance cohesion, reassurance,
environment protection, economic prosperity/competition for
resources

UNCLOS
Allied Doctrine

• Uphold Freedom of Navigation
• Maritime Interdiction Operations
(MIO)

• Protection of Critical Maritime
Infrastructure

Source: NATO

Great Power Competition

• Russian Federation access to oceans:
Black Sea - Turkish Straits
Sankt Petersburg - Danish waters
Source: TASS

Arctic/NSR - Murmansk (passing
though Greenland, Island and Great
Britain

Freedom of Navigation
Access Challenge ex. Black Sea

• Absence of formal, legal delimitation of the territorial waters
and air space, continental shelf and EEZs in the Black Sea
undermines law of the sea

• Russian sphere of military control vs sphere of influence direct and indirect implications for NATO

The Black Sea
Russian oﬃcial position

• The Kerch Strait incident
• Innocent passage incident:

June 23, the Royal Navy’s
destroyer HMS Defender
sailed from Odessa, Ukraine,
to Batumi, Georgia

• Sea Breeze 2021

• Ukrainian vessels seized and crew detained for
operating in their own waters.

• US and UK joint provocation

• nation-wide mass mobilization - “test of battle
readiness”; needed to counter “outside
governance” - US/NATO

PROJECT JURISDICTION IN ADDITION TO POWER PROJECTION

The Marine Environment
• Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO): over 500 million people depend directly or indirectly on
fisheries and aquaculture for their livelihoods

• 2016 IUCN Report: “Ocean warming may well turn out to be the greatest hidden challenge of our
generation.”

• Convention Part XII: protection and preservation of the marine environment vs Framework Convention
on Climate Change - ex. Arctic (geopolitical implications, redrawing borders)

Climate security

Migration

Arctic - Northern Sea Route(NSR) and Northwest
Passage (NWP)
•

Arctic Five

•

Article 234 “ ice-covered waters”
jurisdictions over the Northern Sea
Route (NSR) and Northwest Passage
(NWP ) claims by Canada and Russia

•

Climate: Ocean warming, Ocean
deoxygenation, Ocean acidification

•

Research

•

Resources

•

Framework for future Arctic
governance- UNCLOS vague

•

For Navies: deterrence, surveillance and interdiction operations NUCLEAR SUBMARINES

•

Operational environment changes, how we collect and disseminate
intelligence, MSA

•

Strategic level will decide direction NATO will be going into, especially in
the context of new strategic concept

• Oct.2011: US State Sec. Hillary Clinton Americas’s Pacific Century

• Nov 2011 President Barack Obama: Pivot to
Asia

• Dec 2017 President Donald Trump: US Sec
Strategy

• 2021 Pres Joe Biden: NATO - EU
• August 2021: President Putin attended
UNSC meeting on maritime security

• October IMO announced IMO that it is set

to expand regional presence with new oﬃce
in Pacific

CONCLUSIONS
• Breaching Law of the Sea as test
• Breach Law of the Sea to gain control over maneuver space and
natural resources

• If Kremlin perception of NATO/allies individually as not willing/ready to
take on Russia militarily (especially in vital spaces such as in the Black
Sea region) - use of force as a manageable risk

• UNCLOS - Law of the Sea is a major building block of world order

